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MESSAGE FROM DAVID
Well, the start of February hasn't brought better weather as I look
out at yet more rain, but at least the days are beginning to be
noticeably longer. As we look ahead to, and start to plan for,
better times later this year we're interested to learn from our
members about what has gone well and not so well both in terms
of the REC's classes and more generally. So look out for a
membership-wide survey soon that will be a slimmed-down
version of our regular student questionnaire. That will also be
supplemented by one or two more targeted surveys as we go
through the Spring and Summer terms.
For those of you interested in how some of our tutors have
adapted to online teaching you'll see an explanation on page two
of how David Lewry, one of our art tutors, manages it. In addition,
for those of you looking for alternative ways to use your time,
there's a good example of how you might wish to rearrange your
bookshelves!
Finally, the summer will mark the retirement of our long-serving
Centre Manager, Jacky, so we are currently engaged in the
process of looking for someone to replace her. Details are
available from the website.

FUNDRAISING UPDATE

The snow hasn’t stopped our tree
growning more leaves, making the
total raised £53,561.00.
Just £1,439.00 until another fruit
is borne!

NEW SHORT COURSES
We have the following short courses starting after half-term,
w/c 22nd February:
* Movie Mix 3 (starts 17th Feb)
*It’s in the Post - Reading Greek & Latin Letters
*Applied Economics
*Pastels
*Birds - The Good & the Bad
*Advanced Family History
*William James - The Varieties of Religious Experience
*Death & the Garden
*Treasures of the Higgins II
*Greek & Roman Sicily

1 leaf = 1 donation (total 287 - up 7)
1 apple = £5k (total £53561 - up £380)

Cover photo: A snowy Embankment
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A HIDDEN MESSAGE!
The eagle-eyed amongst you may have noticed a hidden message on our new brochure cover.

If you read across the bookshelf in the above right picture the book titles say: ‘This English patient
had caught it on the beach. I should have stayed at home she said. Now she was in quarantine in the
dark house of splendid isolation.'Still hope springs eternal with a little bit of luck and personal hygiene
the corona book of horror stories must end soon. Always remember clean hands save lives and when in
doubt don't go out!' Printmaker and artist, Phil Shaw, digitally arranged the books, (which are all real
book titles), to reveal a short hidden story about the coronavirus pandemic and kindly gave us
permission to use the image on our brochure cover. To see more of his work which includes prints,
objects and digitally manipulated bookshelves visit his website https://www.philshawonline.com

A LOOK BEHIND A ZOOM CLASS
Those of you who watched last term’s video of our online art exhibition
will know what wonderful art our members are producing. While we
are not currently offering classes in digital art like that produced by Phil
Shaw, above, many of our members are embracing the use of
technology in their online art classes. One of our art tutors, David
Lewry, has invested in up-to-date equipment to enhance the online
learning experience and we thought you may be interested in seeing
the set-up he uses.

Painting
from David’s
Watercolour
& Drawing
Challenge
class by REC
member
Terry Bush
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He has an overhead 4K Canon camera which is mounted on a keyboard
stand that he adapted for this purpose. This is connected to a Macbook
Pro via a camlink interface which converts the signal from the camera
to something that the computer can understand! The internal camera
and microphone on the laptop have been supplemented with an
HD1080p camera and a USB microphone for better quality video and
sound. The Macbook is the control centre for Zoom and the view can be
switched so that he can see the class or the view from the overhead
camera. This is controlled with an Apple Track Pad, which is just to the
right of the drawing surface, so he doesn’t have to reach across to
access the keyboard. The 12" iPad on the right of the photo is used to
display either the reference photo or class notes. Lighting is provided
overhead by a large angle poise LED daylight lamp with additional
daylight lighting from the side.
Not shown in the photo is a larger iMac on David’s main desk for
preparing all the lessons and associated administration. David also
uses this for looking up things during the lesson or providing the
musical interludes! We wonder what Leonardo da Vinci would have
made of this?!
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